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INFORMED  LETTER FROM ROMANIA

Being an IR professional has been the
main part of my working life, having

spent more than seven years as the IRO of
the Bucharest Stock Exchange, where I
acted as a representative both for that
organisation and, on many occasions, for
the Romanian capital markets in general
when meeting foreign and local investors. 

From this experience came the idea of
taking IR in Romania to a new level by
gathering experienced professionals into an
association to help us all improve and to
implement best practice in IR. The
opportunity came also as a result of the
enhanced visibility which the Romanian
capital market has enjoyed internationally
in recent years amid the ever-growing
competition for investors’ attention,
especially after MiFID II. 

The Romanian market has developed in
the past few years, with several IPOs of
private companies taking place, alongside
increasingly frequent interaction between
foreign investors and local companies. 

Who are we?
Bucharest Stock Exchange (BVB), along
with some of the largest listed companies,
private companies with potential to

become listed companies, fund managers
and IR professionals, founded the
Romanian Investor Relations Association
(ARIR), with the aim of providing existing
and potential issuers with a platform for the
development of IR skills. 

The new association would also
contribute to the implementation of best
practices in investor communication and
corporate governance. 

ARIR is a non-governmental and non-
profit organisation, founded by 11
representatives of the capital market,
comprising:

• Bucharest Stock Exchange, the market
operator, leading capital market
institution;

• ALRO, one of Romania’s largest
companies, the largest vertically
integrated aluminium producers in
Europe by production capacity;

• Franklin Templeton Management –
Bucharest Branch, one of the largest
independent asset management
companies in the world with offices in 30
countries;

• Electromagnetica, established as a
leading manufacturer of
telecommunication equipment in
Romania;

• Hidroelectrica, the largest Romanian
company, state-owned, leading power
producer;

• Nuclearelectrica, a state-owned
company producing nuclear power);

• Teraplast, one of the largest PVC
processors in Romania and one of the
leading producers of materials for the
construction industry;

• Transelectrica, a state-owned transport
and system operator in Romania, with a
key role in the Romanian electricity
market;

• Cosmin Raduta (former IRO of
Electromagnetica); and

• Tony Romany (IR director of Electrogrup).
• and myself (see my details on the left of

this page).

Welcome to ARIR, a new
professional IR association
Daniela Serban sets out how she helped to establish the Romanian IR Association after moving
to consultancy, as a commitment to continue developing the local capital markets.

What will we do?
ARIR was set up with the support of IR
professionals within listed companies,
companies with potential to become listed
companies, fund managers, and
consultancy companies in the IR domain.
In this way, IR professionals will contribute
to developing and implementing best
practices in investor communication,
increasing transparency of listed companies
and compliance with corporate governance
principles in order to provide investors and
shareholders with key elements needed for
an informed investment decision.

IR IN ROMANIA
• The Romanian capital market is

experiencing increased visibility,
more IPOs, and increasing interest
from foreign investors. 

• The Romanian Investor Relations
Association was created to support
best practice, increase transparency
and help companies comply with
governance principles. 

• The Bucharest Stock Exchange is
currently classed as a ‘frontier
market’ – the aim is to get this to
‘emerging’ status soon. 

Daniela Serban is president of the Romanian
Investor Relations Association and strategic

communications and public affairs
coordinator at McGuireWoods Consulting.

dserban@ir-romania.ro

The market has
developed in the
past few years, with
several IPOs of
private companies
taking place

‘

’

Letter 
from
Romania
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The activity of ARIR will follow five key
strategic directions with the following
objectives:

• evaluation – assessment of investors’
perception of listed companies;

• presentation – improvement of
companies’ presentations.

• regulation – monitoring the legislative
framework and supporting members’
opinions;

• communication – strengthening links
with investor and analyst communities;

• recognition – promoting companies that
implement best practices.

ARIR also aims to become a platform for
companies to recruit IR staff.

First perception study on the
communications of listed companies
The Romanian capital market is still a
‘frontier market’, according to
international agencies, but in recent years
we have met qualitative criteria and
significantly improved the quantitative
criteria which would allow us an upgrade
in the medium-term. The number of
sizeable companies, up to ‘emerging’
status, is around five and implementing
best practices in communicating with
investors would definitely support the
upgrade objective. 

Before the launch of the association, we
decided to ask institutional investors about
their opinion about the market.
Preliminary results of the study show that
Romanian companies are in general very
responsive to investors’ questions or
concerns; the level of disclosure and
transparency of the companies listed, as
well as availability of the management, is
about what they expected. 

When asked about capital market
strengths, institutional investors mentioned
the generous dividend policies, growth
potential and low valuations. As to the
weaknesses, investors mentioned liquidity,
level of financial education and retail
involvements. 

The majority of investors who provided
feedback were investing on the market for
more than three years, and almost all of
them will likely or very likely recommend
investing on the Romanian market to other
investors, which is a clear proof of the
attractiveness of the market. ■

Follow ARIR on LinkedIn:
www.linkedin.com/company/arir

The Deliver programme (Developing future leaders through
investor relations) is aimed at high potential IROs who are
seeking the next step up in their career. 

This is a six-month activity-based modular programme in three parts,
with other supporting activities and meetings throughout the
programme. 

Deliver continues to offer unique exposure to captains of industry and
other thought leaders. In addition, working with IRO peers means
creating your own personal network to compare notes with during and
after the programme.

For more information or to register your interest, contact Gary
Davies at gary.davies@irsociety.org.uk or call +44 (0) 20 7379 1763

DEVELOPING

DELIVER
FUTURE

LEADERS
THROUGH

INVESTOR
RELATIONS

THE INVESTOR RELATIONS SOCIETY’S 

PROGRAMME


